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Abstract—In this paper, a coherent multistatic radar network
with a novel system architecture is presented, which circumvents
the general problems of clock distribution and phase noise related
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) issues. The proposed network consists
of a variable number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
radar sensors and a variable number of repeater tags, all of
which operate incoherently on the hardware level. In a minimum
configuration, the network only consists of one MIMO radar
sensor and a repeater tag. The theory behind such a multistatic
network is mathematically derived and simulations are presented
to show key aspects of the network, i.e. multistatic range and
Doppler measurements as well as high resolution angle estimation
exploiting a very large virtual aperture spanning the whole
network. Measurements with one sensor and one repeater tag
at 77GHz are carried out to verify the simulations. The
measurements show that the bistatic path between the sensor
and repeater tag retains coherency.

Index Terms—Bistatic, coherency, compressed sensing,
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) radar, networks, radar transceivers, radar
systems, sensor, repeater

I. INTRODUCTION

IN microwave engineering, mm-wave radar sensors are
used to enable a wide range of technical applications [1].

These sensors are becoming increasingly more capable, more
integrated and are operating at higher frequency bands. With
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and multiplexing ap-
proaches, e.g. time division multiplexing [2], sensor properties
like the total aperture can be further improved. Sparse antenna
arrays reduce the required number of antenna elements for
a given aperture size [3]. Novel two-dimensional antenna
structures also pose a viable way to improve sensor perfor-
mance [4]. To attain even higher performance, single sensors
can be used as building blocks of larger structures, namely
sensor networks. Such networks consist of multiple distributed
sensor nodes, providing substantially more information. In
addition to the monostatic response, the network can provide
multistatic information about range, velocity, angle, and radar
cross section of targets in the scene. The ability to utilize the
highly desirable multistatic information of the radar sensor
network depends upon the coupling between the nodes, which
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can be linked incoherently or coherently. In case of a coherent
operation, the reference clock is commonly derived to enable
joint processing. An illumination of targets from different
aspect angles can lead to a more robust target detection, as
the power reflected from the targets changes as a function of
the incidence angle of the radar wavefront. Sensor networks
without a reference clock have been realized using commonly
triggered single sensors ([5], [6]) or by making use of multi-
lateration [7]. Coherent bistatic links of multiple sensors that
were not coherently coupled on a hardware level have also
been investigated previously [8]. The problem that these net-
works face is the generation of coherency. If multiple sensors
are not coupled coherently, but triggered at the same instant
to produce the same transmit signal, the bistatic responses
will have signal coherency or at least this coherency can be
generated by appropriate signal processing as shown in [9].
This is essential but not sufficient to make use of the bistatic
path because the noise coherency is of equal importance, as
was shown in [9]. The monostatic measurement of typical
radar sensors benefits from a single local oscillator (LO) being
used to generate the transmit signal, as well as for the down-
conversion of the received reflection. Hence, the phase noise
of the received signal correlates with the phase noise of the
transmitter, and therefore greatly suppresses the phase noise
because of the range correlation effect [10]. This does not
happen for the bistatic path in a non-coherent network, as the
two involved sensor nodes will differ in their phase noise and,
therefore, degrade the signal-to-noise ratio. A possible solution
to work around the phase noise problem is the distribution of
the transmit signal to each respective sensor node, so that the
LO signal of the mixer in the receive path is always the same.
This is often not feasible, as a transmission line or a waveguide
between the nodes is too costly or cumbersome.

In this paper, a new approach is evaluated, which cir-
cumvents the phase noise problem and, therefore, enables
the evaluation of the bistatic path without a wired coupling
of the nodes. This is achieved by introducing a transceiver
element (in the following called “repeater tag” or “tag”) to
the multistatic network. The tag has the ability to amplify
frequency-modulated-continuous-wave (FMCW) signals at —
in our case — 77 GHz as well as shifting them slightly
in frequency by a built-in binary-phase-shift-keying (BPSK)
modulator. A signal radiated from a sensor in the network
is received by this repeater tag bistatically via the target. The
signal is transmitted back over the bistatic path and is received
and processed in the sensor node that initially radiated into the
direction of the target. Since the path loss via the bistatic path
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affects the power level with the fourth root of the distance for
point targets, the tag needs to amplify the bistatically received
signal. This ensures that the signal can be sent out again with
enough transmit power to be able to cover the bistatic path a
second time. This bistatic signal coming from the repeater tag
is mixed with the original receive signal and will not suffer the
problem of missing phase noise coherency mentioned earlier.
Although the phase noise is higher for the bistatic path than
for the monostatic one because of the increased distance,
the phase noise is still not limiting the systems detection
performance [11]. To be able to discern the bistatic from the
monostatic signal at the sensor, the tag shifts the frequency of
the signal by a small frequency step. This frequency step is
so small, that its phase noise contribution is negligible, as the
phase noise contribution of the sensor is orders of magnitude
higher. The frequency multiplication within the sensor worsens
the phase noise by the squared frequency multiplication factor
[12]. The tag does not suffer from this degradation, as no
frequency multiplication is applied.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the concept
and system architecture of the radar network with repeater
tags are presented. Based on this, a signal model for the
network is derived in Section III. Here the known chirp
sequence modulation is extended to include the repeater tag.
In Section IV the complete network with the joint processing
of sensor and tags is described. Afterwards, simulations of
the complete system are conducted in Section V. Finally, the
simulations are validated by measurements with one sensor
and one tag in Section VI.

II. CONCEPT AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section the system and network concept with
transceiver tags are introduced. Starting from a MIMO con-
figuration with one sensor ([14], [15]), the network is built by
adding one or more tag nodes. A schematic drawing of such
a configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Also, the general structure
of the repeater tag is shown there. A front side view of the
tag is provided in Fig. 2. An extensive description of the tag
hardware with all system parameters can be found in [13]. In
this setting the sensor illuminates a target at distance R1. The
tag receives the radar signal from the target at distance R2.
After modulation and amplification the signal is retransmitted
and reflected once more at the target. The direct path between
sensor and tag is possible in theory, but in practice it is subject
to very high attenuation not only due to the free-space loss but
also due to the limited gain of the antenna elements for signals
at the edge of the usable field of view, which is the case here.
The sensor node receives signals from the target directly ( )
and via the bistatic path including the tag ( ). This makes
it possible to receive signals transmitted at the tag location
in the distance dT from the sensor, but coming from the
sensor originally. The modulation within the tag enables later
differentiation of monostatic and bistatic responses. By doing
so, the network yields the monostatic and bistatic ranges R1

and R2 of the target as well as the radial velocities v1 and v2.
In principle, the concept can be scaled to a very large amount
of tags. The limiting factor regarding the number of usable
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Fig. 1. Network consisting of one sensor and one tag in a single target
scenario. The distance from sensor and tag to the target is given as R1 and
R2 respectively. The distance between sensor and tag is dT. The important
parts of the tag are the low noise amplifier (LNA), the mixer with external
local oscillator (LO) input and the variable gain amplifier (VGA).
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Fig. 2. Detailed view of the used repeater element as described in [13]. The
essential components are highlighted.

tags is the available baseband bandwidth, which has to be
divided to share it among all tags in the scene. The frequency
of any of the modulated tag signals should not exceed the
baseband bandwidth of the sensor. To illustrate the concept
of the network, a scenario with one tag is assumed. The
link between the baseband bandwidth and the tag modulation
will become apparent in Section V, where simulations are
presented.

In the following the MIMO configuration of the network is
explained. Fig. 3 shows the MIMO virtual antenna array of the
network including the tag. The transmit and receive antennas
of the sensor span a regular MIMO virtual array (I in Fig. 3).
The tag antenna represents an additional transmit antenna
and yields another MIMO virtual array (II in Fig. 3). This
additional transmit signal at the tag stems from the different
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Fig. 3. Physical antenna positions (top) and virtual array positions (bottom)
of sensor and tag Rx elements, shown for a 4-Tx, 8-Rx sensor array. Transmit
antennas drawn in color, receiver antennas drawn in gray.

transmit antennas of the sensor and depends on the target
position. To process the monostatic and bistatic response
jointly, a detailed look at the phase values in the system
is necessary. The phase progression is visualized in Fig. 4,
where the phase values at discrete points in the system of
Fig. 1 are depicted. For the sake of simplicity, a uniform
linear transmit array is assumed. ϕ0 is a static offset phase,
which is of no interest in this case. ϕ1 is the change in
phase for traveling the bistatic path from the first transmit
antenna to the tag. ϕ2 is the change of phase for traveling
the bistatic path from the tag antenna to the first receiver.
The term n∆ϕTX indicates the phase progression between
the nth transmit antenna element relative to the first transmit
antenna. The term k dT sin θ contains the phase progression
between sensor and tag for a target at angle θ, where k is
the wavenumber and dT is the distance between first receive
antenna and tag antenna. To be able to treat the tag antenna
as additional transmit antenna, the phase offset ϕ1 has to be
compensated. This phase correction is explained in detail in
Section IV.

III. SIGNAL MODEL

A. Classic FMCW/Chirp sequence

The classic FMCW radar signal processing according
to [16] assumes a target at range R1, velocity v1, and angle θ1.
The radar sensor with center frequency fc, ramp duration T
and bandwidth B outputs a ramp with frequency

fT(t) = fc +
B

T
t . (1)

The phase of the signal can be acquired by integration of
the instantaneous angular frequency according to

ϕ(t) = 2π

t∫

−T/2

fT(t) dt+ φPN(t) . (2)

The signal travels from the sensor to the target and back
within the time τ=2(R1+v1t). The additive term φPN(t)
denotes the phase noise component of the transmitter. The
phase of the down-converted received signal is given by

∆ϕ(t) = ϕ(t) − ϕ(t− τ)

= 2π

(
fcτ +

B

T
tτ − B

2T
τ2

)

+ φPN(t) − φPN(t− τ) . (3)
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the phase values at the antenna elements in the MIMO
system of Fig. 3. ϕ0, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are arbitrary phases, n is the transmitter
number ranging from 1 to NTx, and θ is the inclination angle of the target
relative to the sensor.

According to [17], the phase noise correlates at the receiver,
if the received signal gets down-converted with the originally
transmitted signal and if τ is small, which is assumed to be
true. This yields the complex discrete phase of the baseband
signal for every sample n and chirp l received as

s[n, l] = exp

(
j 2π

[
2fcR(l)

c
+

(
2fcv

c
+

2BR(l)

Tc

)
TAn

])
,

(4)
which is sampled with the frequency 1/TA. The inter-chirp
difference in the target position is considered by the chirp-
dependent range R(l), which is given as R(l)=R+v Trep l,
where Trep is the chirp repetition time. For a more detailed
derivation, see [16].

B. FMCW/Chirp Sequence with Tag

By considering the tag element in the system, the formu-
las introduced above change and have to be adapted. The
multistatic arrangement leads to four measurands, namely the
distance between sensor and target R1, target and tag R2, the
radial velocity seen from sensor v1, and the radial velocity
seen from tag v2. Additionally, the tag modulates the incoming
signal with modulation frequency fmod. Moreover, instead of
the signal runtime τ , the signal now travels two paths with
delays τ1 =(R1+v1t) /c and τ2 =(R2+v2t) /c. The receiver
phase at the sensor node becomes

∆ϕ(t) = ϕ(t) − ϕ(t− τ)

= ϕ(t) − ϕ(t− τ)
∣∣∣
−T2 +

τ1+τ2
2

−T2
− ϕ(t− τ)

∣∣∣
t− τ1+τ2

2

−T2 +
τ1+τ2

2

= 2π

−T2 +
τ1+τ2

2∫

−T2

fT(t) dt− 2π

t−(τ1+τ2)/2∫

−T2 +
τ1+τ2

2

fT(t) dt .

(5)

After some simplifications this term becomes

∆ϕ(t) =

[
(v1 + v2)

2 fc
c

+ (R1 +R2)
2B

T c

]
t

+

[
2R1 fc
c

+
2R2 fc
c

]
. (6)

This is the phase of the received signal via the bistatic path
without tag modulation. In the next step, the modulation of
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the tag with frequency fmod is considered. This leads to an
extended phase term of

∆ϕtag(t) = ∆ϕ(t) +

[
−fmod + (v1 + v2)

3 fmod

c

]
t

+ (R1 +R2)
3 fmod

c
− T

fmod

2
. (7)

The complete derivation can be found in the Appendix.
Besides the terms occurring in (4), an additional phase

term from the non-coherent modulation signal of the tag is
present. The phase of the modulation signal is not set to
zero at the beginning of each new ramp, as this signal is
not coupled or triggered with the main sensor. Therefore, the
phase difference between two consecutive ramps needs to be
considered. Between each ramp, the phase of the modulation
signal changes by

ϕmod = 2π

t0+Trep∫

t0

fmod dt = 2πfmod Trep . (8)

This results in an additional shift of the target response
in the velocity domain of the Range-velocity-plot (R-v-plot).
The modulation frequency also shifts the target response in
the range domain of the R-v-plot, which helps to distinguish
the monostatic from the bistatic response. The bistatic target
peaks shifted by the tag modulation are beyond the range of
interest of the monostatic response. Therefore the monostatic
and bistatic target peaks can be clearly separated in the R-v
domain. It needs to be ensured, however, that the intermediate
frequency bandwidth of the sensor is large enough to not only
cover the monostatic responses, but also the bistatic modulated
responses. In practice this should not pose a problem, as the
modulation frequency is typically at most a few MHz.

The phase of the received signal can then be processed by
chirp sequence processing, which leads to a 2D-matrix with
the entries according to

SRV[k,m] =

Nc−1∑

l=0

Ns−1∑

n=0

s[n, l]e−j2π( knNs
+ml
Nc

) , (9)

where k is the discrete range index, m the discrete Doppler
index, Ns the number of samples, and Nc the number of chirps.

For a linear antenna array and a single target at angle θ the
phase values are given as

SRV
t,r [k,m]

t∈{1,...,NTx}
r∈{1,...,NRx}

= SRV[k,m] e−j(2π/λ)[(t−1)dTx+rdRx] sin(θ) ,

(10)
where dTx is the transmitter spacing, dRx the receiver spacing
and θ the angle of arrival of the target.

The 2D-DFT processed signals for each transmitter-receiver
antenna pair can be further processed to yield the angular
spectrum as

SRVA
t [u, k,m]
t∈{1,...,NTx}

=

NRx−1∑

n=0

SRV
t,n [k,m] e

−j 2π
NRx

un
, (11)

where u is the discrete angular index.

IV. DOA ESTIMATION WITH COMPRESSED SENSING
RECONSTRUCTION

The signals from the sensor and the tag are received
simultaneously at the receive antennas of the sensor. It is
assumed that all impinging signals are received at the same
angle from a plane wavefront. In the following the steps
necessary for a joint evaluation of the monostatic and bistatic
phases are explained. For the sake of simplicity, only a single
transmitter is considered here, as well as in the simulations
and measurement evaluations involving the tag. However, the
theory can be extended to the MIMO case accordingly.

A. Preprocessing

It is possible to do angle estimation with both the tag and the
sensor responses separately or with both of them combined in a
sparse array. In the latter case the resulting signal vector is very
sparse and the need for a reconstruction algorithm arises. The
key observation is that the virtual aperture of the MIMO sensor
occurs at the location of the tag, which yields a total virtual
aperture as given in Fig. 3. This comes from the fact that
the tag can be considered as an additional Tx-antenna, whose
transmit phase is a function of the target angle. To be able
to successfully process the sparse signal, the distance between
the tag and the sensor position has to be estimated. If the gap
between the sensor and the tag is dT, the distance in multiples
of λ/2 is given as Ngap =dT/(λ/2). The receive antennas are
spaced λ/2 apart, so the distance between sensor reference
antenna position and tag antenna position is conveniently given
in multiples of λ/2. Before the two vectors of monostatic and
bistatic phases can be jointly processed, they have to be linked
together. The monostatic received phases are given as

Ψm =
[
e−jϕm,1 , e−jϕm,2 , . . . , e−jϕm,NRx

]
, (12)

and the bistatic received phases as

Ψb =
[
e−jϕb,1 , e−jϕb,1 , . . . , e−jϕb,NRx

]
. (13)

To jointly process the two vectors of phase differences, the
bistatic phase values have to be linked to the monostatic ones
with

Ψ̃bi = Ψbi/Ψbi[1]Ψmono[NRx]e−j∆ϕRxNgap . (14)

The division term Ψbi[1] normalizes the phases Ψbi received
from the tag to the first received bistatic phase value. The
multiplication term Ψmono[NRx] includes the phase difference
from the first to the last monostatic receive phase. The ex-
ponential term e−j∆ϕRxNgap adds the phase difference from
the last monostatic receive element to the tag antenna, where
∆ϕRx represents the phase difference between two monostatic
Rx channels. To improve accuracy, the mean value between
all monostatic phase differences is taken for ∆ϕRx. With
the compensated vector Ψ̃bi, it is possible to jointly process
the sensor and tag phase values with Ngap zero elements
in between. This results in one large, very sparse vector, as
Ngap�NRx. The sparse vector consists of two sets of phase
values, which can be interpreted as two rectangular blocks
within the total array. The resulting sinc functions of these
rectangular blocks after the Fourier transform produce a huge
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Fig. 5. R-v-plot of a single target (simulation). Monostatic target peak (from sensor) and bistatic target peak (from tag with modulation) are highlighted. (a)
Static target in 45 cm distance, fmod=10 kHz. (b) Moving target in 45 cm distance with vx=0.5m/s, fmod=201.7 kHz.
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Fig. 6. (a) Range-DFT and (b) Doppler-DFT over bins of interest (simulation). The modulation frequency is fmod=10 kHz and the static target is placed
in 40 cm distance. No windowing is applied before the DFT to avoid peak broadening.

number of peaks. To get the true target angle, a compressed
sensing (CS) reconstruction is carried out.

B. Compressed Sensing Reconstruction

In the measurement evaluation the signal is reconstructed
using the iterative hard thresholding (IHT) algorithm [18],
which is adapted to the problem at hand. IHT belongs to the
CS algorithms and is similar to the more advanced iterative
method for adaptive thresholding (IMAT) algorithm [19],
where the exact sparsity of the signal is not required. For
a general introduction to CS the reader is referred to [20],
[21], [22]. For an overview of CS in radar, see [23]. The IHT
algorithm is selected as a straightforward tool to verify the
proposed system concept. The algorithm iteratively tries to
minimize the residual signal energy. The residual is calculated
with the exclusion of phase information coming from the non-
filled antenna positions. In each iteration a signal proxy x̃
is calculated, which is based on the current best guess for
the spectrum and the residual. After generation of the signal
proxy, a new guess for x is calculated as x̂, where the spectral
components that lie under the selected threshold are set to zero.
The chosen threshold is dependent on the assumed number of
targets. In the subsequent simulations and measurements, the
threshold is set to the highest peak in the spectrum. If a multi-
target setting is evaluated, the algorithm is run multiple times
to extract multiple peaks. In that case the input for consecutive
runs of the algorithm is corrected with the residual of the
previous run.

TABLE I
TABLE OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Target with v=0 Target with v 6=0
fc 77GHz 77GHz
B 2GHz 2GHz
Tc 256 µs 256 µs
Trep 4 (Tc+72 µs) Tc+72 µs
fs 1MHz 4MHz
NTx×NRx 4×8 1×4
Nchirp 64 128

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, simulation results are presented based on the
mathematical framework derived earlier. A static and a moving
target are evaluated with the selected radar parameters given
in Table I. Path losses are not considered in the simulations.
A single cylindrical target is positioned 40 cm in front of a
repeater tag. Next to the repeater tag a 1-Tx, 4-Rx SIMO
sensor is placed. The sensor and the tag are separated by a
distance of 20 cm. This results in a target distance of 45 cm.
The target is mounted on a linear rail which, when operated,
moves the target parallel to sensor and tag at a velocity of
0.5 m/s.

A. Static Target

First, a scenario with a static target at 45 cm distance to the
sensor is simulated. The modulation frequency at the tag is set
to 10 kHz and the spacing between sensor and tag to 20 cm.
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Tag Sensor
Top view

Side view

Fig. 7. Measurement setup with a 1-Tx, 4-Rx SIMO sensor, a tag and a
cylinder target. The target is 40 cm apart from the tag, the tag 20 cm apart
from the sensor. When moving, the target has a velocity of 0.5m/s in the
indicated direction. The red cross marks the measured position.

In Fig. 5 (a) the simulation result after the 2D-DFT is
presented. The double-sideband BPSK modulator of the tag
generates two target peaks that are shifted in range and
velocity, which are marked as “bistatic responses”. In Fig. 5 (b)
only the target peak for the upper sideband is visible, the
lower peak is shifted to negative frequencies and therefore
not within the plot range. At approximately twice the distance
of the monostatic target peak, another bistatic peak is visible
in Fig. 5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b). This is the bistatic target peak
via the tag without tag modulation. This target response is
therefore not shifted. The shift in range corresponds to the
given modulation frequency of 10 kHz and can be calculated
as

Rshift =
fmod Tc c

2B
. (15)

In the above introduced scenario with fmod =10 kHz this
would correspond to a range offset of 19.2 cm. A plot of the
monostatic and bistatic target frequencies including fmod can
be seen in Fig. 6. The velocity shift corresponds to the given
ramp repetition interval and the modulation frequency and can
be calculated as

fD,s =





mod
(
fmod,

1
2Tr

)
if mod

(⌊
fmod

1
2Tr

⌋
, 2
)

= 0

mod
(
fmod,

1
2Tr

)
− 1

2Tr
else

(16)
which results in a velocity offset of

vshift =
fD,s c

2 fc
.

For a modulation frequency of 10 kHz, this results in a Doppler
frequency offset of fD,s =91.46 Hz and an offset velocity
of vshift =0.18 m/s, which can also be seen in Fig. 6. The
calculated range and Doppler shifts of the static target match
well with the values from the simulation extracted from Fig. 6.

B. Moving Target

In the next step, a moving target is simulated. The target
is moving on a linear rail with a velocity component of vx=
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Fig. 8. DoA estimation (simulation), fmod=10 kHz, two targets in 60 cm
distance at angles ±7.6◦. The distance between the last receive antenna of
the sensor and the tag is assumed to be 95λ/2 corresponding to dT=0.2m
measured from the first receive antenna to the tag.

0.5 m/s. The arrangement of sensor, tag, and linear rail is
shown in Fig. 7. For the simulation the target is located in front
of the tag and the modulation frequency is set to 201.7 kHz
to achieve an offset in the velocity domain of the R-v-plot of
approximately 1 m/s.

The resulting R-v-plot in Fig. 5 (b) is similar to the static
target case, except that the target now has an additional veloc-
ity component besides the shift coming from the modulation
frequency. The radial velocity seen by the sensor is vr,sensor =
vx cos (atan (0.4/0.2))=0.22 m/s. The radial velocity seen
by the tag is zero, as the target is directly in front of the tag
with only a lateral velocity component. Therefore, including
the velocity shift of vshift ≈ 1 m/s, the modulated target peak
is expected at 1.22 m/s. The bistatic target peak in Fig. 5 (b)
matches with the calculated position.

C. Angle Estimation

Eventually, the angle estimation capabilities are simulated.
A two target scenario is selected, in which the targets are
placed 60 cm in front of the sensor at the angles ±7.6◦. The
tag is again placed 20 cm next to the sensor. In Fig. 8 the
resulting angular spectrum is plotted for a 1-Tx, 8-Rx single-
input-multiple-output (SIMO) array, a 4-Tx, 8-Rx MIMO array
and a 1-Tx, 8-Rx SIMO array including tag. In the last case,
the CS algorithm was run twice to produce two target peaks,
as described in Section IV. The estimated spectrum with tag
response results in much narrower peaks as compared to the
sensor-only cases and matches the real target positions well.

VI. MEASUREMENTS

In the following the theoretical considerations are validated
by measurements. The radar sensor parameters are the same as
for the simulations according to Table I. At first, measurements
were made to confirm the simulations in regard to the bistatic
range and velocity. This was done both for a static and a
moving cylinder target. Subsequently, the angle estimation
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Fig. 9. R-v-plot measurement with Radar sensor and tag (see Table I). Target is on linear rail in front of sensor and tag. (a) Stationary target in 45 cm
distance, fmod=10 kHz. (b) Moving target in 45 cm distance with vx=0.5m/s.
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Fig. 10. DoA estimation of the single target. Comparison between (a) sensor only evaluation with 1-Tx, 8-Rx SIMO and (b) 4-Tx, 8-Rx MIMO and joint
evaluation of sensor (with 1-Tx, 8-Rx SIMO) and tag with compressed sensing reconstruction.

capabilities of the system are evaluated for a single target as
well as for two closely-spaced static targets.

A. Range-velocity Evaluation of a Static Target

The measurement setup for a static target is depicted in
Fig. 7. The target is placed on a table at a distance of
approximately 45 cm from the sensor. The resulting R-v-plot
in Fig. 9 (a) clearly shows the modulation peaks from the tag
as expected from the simulated R-v-plot of Fig. 5 (a). The
extracted monostatic target is at (0.55 m, 0 m/s), the bistatic
target is at (1.18 m, 0.2 m/s).

B. Range-velocity Evaluation of a Target in Motion

Next, the R-v evaluation of a moving target is presented.
The radar parameters and settings are given in Table I. The
measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 7. The monostatic target
peak is at (0.45 m, 0.21 m/s) and the modulated target peak
is at (4.75 m, 1.25 m/s) within the R-v-plot of Fig. 9 (b).
The measured velocities agree with the velocities expected
from the simulation. This means, that also for targets with
radial velocity components, the earlier derived mathematical
framework holds true. Therefore R1, R2, v1, and v2 can be
measured via the proposed approach.

C. Angle Estimation

1) Single target: For the angle estimation of a single target,
the measurement data from the setup in Fig. 7 is considered.

The target is placed at an angle of approximately 20◦ and
45 cm distance to the sensor. The phases of the monostatic
and bistatic R-v bins of Fig. 9 (a) for all virtual channels are
evaluated to estimate the direction of arrival of the targets.
From Fig. 10 the performance between using only the sensor
and the joint approach with sensor and tag can directly be
compared. With a 1-Tx, 8-Rx SIMO system the peak in the
angular domain is quite broad, which will narrow if the system
is evaluated as 4-Tx, 8-Rx MIMO system. The joint approach
with sensor and tag yields an angle detection performance
comparable to the 4-Tx, 8-Rx MIMO system but relying only
on the 1-Tx, 8-Rx phase data of the sensor plus the response
received from the tag. This proves that by deploying the tag
in the MIMO system a performance increase in the angle
estimation can be achieved.

2) Two closely spaced targets: The last setup, as seen
from Fig. 11, consists of two targets spaced 17 cm apart at
a distance of 60 cm to the sensor node. As a reference, the
monostatic target responses are again evaluated for a 1-Tx,
8-Rx SIMO and a 4-Tx, 8-Rx MIMO antenna system. The
reference measurement and the measurement including the tag
response are shown in Fig. 12. For the monostatic evaluation
the two cylinder targets can not be discerned in case of the
1-Tx, 8-Rx SIMO antenna array. Only after evaluation of the
complete 4-Tx, 8-Rx MIMO virtual array, the two targets are
separable. In contrast, by using only the 1-Tx, 8-Rx phase data
with additional tag, the two targets can be extracted, which is
the bottom plot of Fig. 12. The extracted target peaks using
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Fig. 12. DoA estimation of the two closely spaced targets in Fig. 11.
Comparison between (a) sensor only evaluation with 1-Tx, 8-Rx SIMO and
4-Tx, 8-Rx MIMO and (b) joint evaluation of sensor (with 1-Tx, 8-Rx SIMO)
and tag with compressed sensing reconstruction.

the tag match well with the reference evaluation including only
the monostatic response.

VII. CONCLUSION

The introduction of a new transmitter-receiver element (“re-
peater tag”) in a conventional chirp sequence radar system was
evaluated. By utilizing the tag it was possible to show that
bistatic radar measurements could successfully be acquired
without the need of coherently coupled sensor nodes. The
tag acts as a coherent station relative to a transmitting master
sensor, but only needs a power supply and a modulation input.
This makes the tag ideal for network distribution within a more
complex radar framework, as it is simple to integrate and easy
to operate. The measurements that were carried out showed
the capability of the new MIMO network. The bistatic tag
response was jointly processed with the monostatic response
to form a radar network, in which the performance benefits of
the network in comparison to a single sensor could be shown.

With the network it is possible to measure the monostatic
range R1 and velocity v1 as well as the bistatic range R2

and velocity v2 of the targets. The angle of arrival θ can be
measured monostatically and jointly using the tag to improve
the resolution. In summary, it was possible to show that a
bistatic radar network can be built consisting only of one
(MIMO)-radar sensor and one or more simple repeater tags.
Compared to a single sensor setup, the measurements show
that the tag network leads to an improved radar performance.

APPENDIX

In the following, the receive phase ∆ϕRX(t) for a bistatic
received signal is calculated.

∆ϕRX(t)=ϕ(t)−ϕ(t−τ)

=ϕ(t)−ϕ(t−τ)
∣∣∣
−T/2+

τ1+τ2
2

−T/2
−ϕ(t−τ)

∣∣∣
t− τ1+τ2

2

−T2 +
τ1+τ2

2

=2π
∫ −T2 +

τ1+τ2
2

−T2
fT(t) dt−2π

∫ t−(τ1+τ2)/2

−T2 +
τ1+τ2

2

fT(t) dt

∆ϕRX(t)= (T+2 t) (2B t+4T fc−B T )
8T

− 1
8T c2 (6R1+6R2−T c−2 c t+6 t v1+6 t v2)

× (2BR1+2BR2+B T c−2B c t−4T c fc+2B t v1+2B t v2)

− 1
2T c2 (R1+R2+t v1+t v2)

× (BR1+BR2−B T c+2T c fc+B t v1+B t v2)

All terms with c2 in the denominator or t2 in the nominator
can be neglected, leading to

∆ϕRX(t)= 2R1 fc
c + 2R2 fc

c + 2 fc t v1
c + 2 fc t v2

c + 2BR1 t
T c + 2BR2 t

T c

=
[
(v1+v2)· 2 fc

c +(R1+R2)· 2B
T c

]
·t+
(

2R1 fc
c + 2R2 fc

c

)
.

The same can be derived including an additional modula-
tion fmod by the tag

∆ϕRX(t)= 2R1 fc
c + 2R2 fc

c −fmod t− T fmod

2 + 3R1 fmod

c + 3R2 fmod

c

+ 2 fc t v1
c + 2 fc t v2

c + 3 fmod t v1
c + 3 fmod t v2

c + 2BR1 t
T c + 2BR2 t

T c

=
[
(v1+v2) 2 fc

c +(R1+R2) 2B
T c−fmod+(v1+v2)· 3 fmod

c

]
t

+
(

2R1 fc
c + 2R2 fc

c +(R1+R2)· 3 fmod

c −T · fmod

2

)
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